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Lighthouse Spectra™
CLOUD-BASED PLATFORM FOR MANAGING DATA, GOVERNANCE, AND RISK

Allows You to Manage
eDiscovery How You Want,
When You Want

Simplified and Elegant
User Experience Without
Sacrificing Power

Combines self-service review with
an as-needed training and support
model to leverage your team’s
workflows and Lighthouse’s expertise

Industry-leading tools like Nuix,
Relativity, and IPro provide
unparalleled flexibility in a
simple, modern interface

Powerful Analytics and Data
Analysis
Brainspace’s powerful and intuitive
analytics and visualizations help you
quickly understand your data and
optimize your approach to review

Spectra is Lighthouse’s powerful cloud-based, user-driven information retrieval, analysis and management
platform for ediscovery, and compliance teams. Spectra is ideal for internal investigations and smaller matters
where in-house experts are self-sufficient and want access to industry-best tools and capabilities, and expert
resources available to support and supplement them, as needed. Combining Lighthouse’s innovative technology
with the processing power of Nuix, the document review capabilities of Relativity, and the imaging finesse of Ipro,
Spectra delivers a powerful, scalable, and user-friendly experience. Spectra is deployed in the cloud, providing a
scalable, highly available, and secure environment for mission-critical operations.

Challenges We Address
Although many of today’s ediscovery tools are powerful, they are often
“This is the future of ediscovery
limited by a steep learning curve, lack of workflow definition, and
…More well developed and
comprehensive management overhead, which take up valuable
beautifully executed than anything
resources and time. Less sophisticated tools provide simpler workflows,
I’ve seen.”
but lack scalability, functionality, and flexibility. Too often, multiple tools
Director of eDiscovery at Large Health
are required to drive data through an end-to-end ediscovery workflow,
Services Company
but they lack connectivity with other tools and data sources. Thus,
ediscovery teams end up exporting and importing data between tools,
which introduces the opportunity for error, limits the ability to scale processes across matters, and results in
copies of data across dispersed systems. In addition, there are multiple billing triggers and unclear costs, which
ultimately makes budgeting unpredictable and inflexible.

Benefits We Provide
Lighthouse Spectra is the only end-to-end, cloud solution that incorporates subject matter experts and project
managers who are familiar with your workflow and have ready access to the data, when you need them. Load data,
manage your case independently, but lean on us when you need assistance. We are here to cover your technical
and time-sensitive requests with an unwavering commitment to quality and transparency.
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Powerful Cloud-Based Solution — Enjoy the scalability, availability, and security of the cloud, while
Lighthouse manages the applications and infrastructure.
Analytics and analysis — Spectra integrates
Brainspace, for powerful, intuitive data analysis and
visualizations.
Tailored assistance — Access on-demand expert
assistance for as little or as much guidance as you
need.
Innovative pricing — Take advantage of our
straightforward pricing model that is designed to
fit your needs, and avoid surprises and licensing
jumps.
Unwavering security — Utilize secure user controls
to run as many separate matters as you want,
including your sensitive internal investigations, with
speed and confidentiality.
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Summary
Lighthouse Spectra changes the way you manage ediscovery and compliance by bringing unbeatable
immediacy and powerful tools to your fingertips. Spectra provides you with the ability to do more with less,
meet your changing needs and growing demands, and do it your way.

About Lighthouse

About Lighthouse

Lighthouse provides software and services to manage the increasingly complex landscape of enterprise data for compliance and
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